Experiences in First Voice Leadership
A Short Guide to Including First Voice
Leadership in Supports and Programs

Who is this guide for?
Organizations and individuals looking to introduce firstvoice points of view into their supports and programs.
First voice leaders who want to hear about the
experience of other leaders and advocates.

What is "first voice" leadership?
In this guide, first voice leadership means the
inclusion of the individuals that employment
programs and supports help (autistic individuals,
persons with disabilities, etc.) in the planning and
operation of those programs and supports.
Including and supporting first voice leaders and self-advocates is an
essential part of creating more effective and accessible supports that
stay true to the request: "Nothing about us without us."

Our First Voice Experience:
What We Did and How We Did It
What "First Voice" Leadership Means to Us:

Jessica

Hannah

Matt

Including other
voices and quiet
people in the
conversation.

Providing help for
those who need it and
understanding their
autism and what they
go through.

Getting to know new
people and using my
sense of humour to
help others.

In Our Words: The AutismNS Employment Support Group (ESG)
"Our ESG team held a weekly zoom call and helped give a voice to people to talk about
their employment experiences and questions. We created an open space to provide
support for those who needed it, and to hear about their experiences in the workplace.
Some people had been laid off, some were looking for their first job, but everyone was
welcome to join and ask questions."

How we used our time together:
Weekly 1-hour group planning sessions to create a
schedule for the upcoming ESG session.
Weekly 1:1 meetings to discuss leadership strategies.
Short (~5 minute) 1:1 check-ins after ESG sessions.

Creating a Supportive Environment for
First Voice Leaders

Try to create a consistent schedule/routine and
stick to it.

Create opportunities to practice or role-play new
skills before new leaders or self-advocates are
expected to use them in a session.

Be intentional about creating space for everyone to
share their ideas and thoughts: check in and include
everyone in the conversation.

Try to minimize the confusions of online program
delivery by communicating clearly and directly on
video calls.
For example: use names when directing questions
to people, create quiet spaces for individuals who
might have a difficult time jumping into
conversations online, and discuss the specifics of
Zoom etiquette in advance.

Supporting New and Aspiring First
Voice Leaders
Summarize information and action items from meetings
with clear, point-form notes afterwards.

Everyone is different, and nobody knows their autism
better than that person - if you want to know how to
support an autistic self-advocate, ask them!

When discussing leadership skills and strategies, try to
break them down into clear, concrete steps that
leaders can use.
For example: breaking down 'leading discussions'
into the four components of a conversation
(listening, asking questions, commenting, sharing
information).

Use 1:1 sessions with leaders to chat about how things
are going and to work on leadership skills - this can give
new self-advocates an opportunity to learn and be
heard in a less busy environment.

Advice from the Employment Support
Group Leaders to New First Voice Leaders
Sharing your experiences as an autistic person can help
co-workers to understand how to support you.

It's okay not to be okay sometimes - and important to
know who to ask for support when you need it.

Think of the other staff as partners – everybody has an
equal say in the conversation.

Know that there will be successes and setbacks - being
prepared and honest with those successes and setbacks
can help you handle this.

Have fun and bring your sense of humour - it helps create
a kind and welcoming atmosphere.

Imagine how you would want the program to be if you
were a participant - and make it look like that!
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